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     “Here's the story of a lovely lady”.  Rep. Dr. Lisa 

Thomas is a Republican member of the Missouri House 

of Representatives elected in November, 2020.  She 

zombified generations of patients—especially military 

personnel—in her capacity as a staff psychiatrist at the 

Harry S. Truman Memorial Veterans' Hospital.  You 

know Truman, the 33rd president, right?  He was the 

'local town boy from Lamar, MO made good'.  As a 

Shriner and Freemason, he has been pictured on the 

Internet wearing his fez, apron, and full regalia.  

Truman was renowned for a dubious election win as a 

Senator (due to the well-oiled, merciless 'Pendergast 

political machine' in Kansas City), assumption of office 

when Franklin Delano Roosevelt died, and unexpected 

victory as President, famously holding a newspaper 

headlined, 'Dewey Defeats Truman'.                Page 1
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About the Editor:

Brian T. Sweeney, M.D. Is 

just a guy who tries hard.  

He has devoted many hours 

pondering how we got here 

as doctors and patients.  

Who are these people behind 

the scenes engaging in 

restraint of trade, denial of 

the right to work, and 

medical tyranny?  To 

paraphrase the 1982 movie 

“The Verdict”: “Who were 

these people? I wanted to be 

a doctor!”.
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     Representative Thomas, whom will not be 

hereafter referred to as “Dr.”, 'is currently the Medical 

Director of the Missouri Physicians Health Program, 

serves on the Governing Council of the Missouri State 

Medical Association [MSMA], is a member of the 

American Medical Association, and recruits medical 

specialists for rural hospitals and clinics...[She was a] 

past President of her local medical society', according 

to her official biography accessed on house.mo.gov.  

Ms. Thomas holds the distinction of being the only 

'Nay' vote (out of 197 members of the House and 

Senate) against Missouri Senate Bill 9 (S.B. 9) of 2021. 

S.B. 9 originally was an innocuous two-page bill that 

somehow ended up as 87 pages with a provision to 

limit Assistant Physicians (APs) in Missouri to one 

three-year license instead of annual renewals; the final 

bill removed the language and was favorable to APs. 

(Learn more about APs, which this author hereby 

disclosures that he is, at freedomfordoctors.org.） 

     My fellow doctors—especially APs—may decry me 

as 'going rogue', 'extremist', or 'radical'.  One affiliated 

as such may want to ponder how one stroke of a pen 

almost classified hundreds of APs as lame-duck doctors 

and relegated the dreams of attaining full licensure to 

the dustbin of history.  This is what happens when APs 

donate to the MSMA, court far-left organizations such 

as the 'Center for American Progress', and support the 

use of near-sure-death-inducing ventilators during an 

alleged pandemic with no verifiable science behind it.  

Are you starting to see the light, my fellow APs?  

     Dr. Keith Frederick, D.O., is a compassionate, 

decent orthopaedic surgeon who has fought tirelessly 

for disenfranchised medical graduates culminating in 

Sponsor Highlight:

“Physicians for Paycheck 

Protection (PPP)” is an 

organization engaged in 

the wholesale demeaning 

of Assistant Physicians in 

Missouri and elsewhere.  

We feel threatened by the 

supply and demand 

pressures due to their 

presence.  Membership is 

the same as the USMLE 

Step 3 ($895).  Please join 

us at your local fraternal 

lodge.

(Note: Due to COVID, 

meetings will be held via 

Zoom so that we can push 

through tyrannical agenda 

items without fear of 

physical violence, just as 

countless local, municipal, 

and federal agencies have 

done for 18 months.)
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the legislation that created AP licensure in 2014.  

Perhaps unwittingly, he contributed $500 to Ms. 

Thomas only to see her try to destroy his efforts and 

legacy.  As a former representative himself, Dr. 

Frederick is an honorable diplomat and statesman who 

seeks to unite.

     There is a bigger picture here.  The medical 

establishment has become unhealthy just as hotels 

have become inhospitable during the masked-up, 

poison-pushing, and social-distancing 'Covidocracy'.  

How did we let medical tyranny take such root?  Who 

are we as doctors that we are allowing this to happen?

     The time for dismissing unpopular thoughts as 

'conspiracy theories' has passed.  What may heretofore 

be perceived as disparate topics of alphabet agencies, 

legislatures, and secret societies are intertwined.  

Behold a pale horse upon which the medical-industrial 

complex is riding and dismount before it is too late!

Classifieds:

Kashcow Clinics, LLC is looking for 

Assistant Physicians to join our 

team!  This part-time position (10-

20 hours/week) pays $12/hour 

which really works out to about 

$2/hour when you figure in taxes 

and malpractice (including tail).  Our 

office is located conveniently across 

from a McDonald's where you can 

watch someone flip burgers for 

$15/hour.  We enjoy all seasons, but 

especially winter where I can enjoy 

the Aspen slopes and pretend that I 

am within 50 miles.  Working 

holidays and weekends is required, 

so take photos of your spouse and 

family now.  At the end of the day, 

watch me drive my Lotus Evora 

down the Medical Mile; do not 

worry, I will keep it under 6,000 rpm 

as I pass by you puttering along in 

your 2002 Toyota Yaris so as not to 

startle you. Call 555-KASHCOW now!
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Let It All Come Down

     On Friday, April 30, 2021, I received an email from a lobbyist in Missouri informing me of
the  aforementioned  Senate  Bill  9.  Between  phone  calls  with  the  lobbyist,  I  came  to  a
realization: “Let It All Come Down”.

     When I talked to the lobbyist for the second time, I informed her that I would help her to
understand the background of how a new representative, Dr. Tricia Derges, who happened to
be an Assistant Physician, was being targeted by the Federal Bureau of Investigations (F.B.I.)
and, consequently,  removed from any committees while another representative,  Mr.  Dale
Wright, had come out of nowhere to become the majority whip.  The lobbyist did not want to
hear this or my assertion that allopathic medicine was coming down.  We wished each other
a nice day.

     Mr. Wright, a 'healthcare executive,...partner of the Actalur Group, LLC, a healthcare
consulting  company,  and  Angle  Medical  Solutions,  a  pharmaceutical  and  medical  device
distributor..[and] a member of the Mineral Area College Foundation Board [as well as the]
Missouri  Hospital  Association's  Purchasing  Council  Board”,  according  to  his  biography  on
house.mo.gov, seemed to have a disproportionate interest in pursuing the Workforce agenda.
A 2019 three-part series on Workforce may soon be re-posted on freedomfordoctors.org.

     Ironically, the first video that I ever posted on, but quickly removed from, YouTube
featured me wearing a surgical mask in 2019 before this alleged pandemic ever took place.
Three things can be divined from that video: 1) wearing a mask for twenty minutes made it
difficult to breathe, think, or speak; 2) the objective of the mask was to hide my identity
which, historically, is why robbers wear them; and, 3) viewers prefer videos with captions
which is part of the reason that I script videos so that I can paste and synchronize the text
to the video.  I posted another video in May, 2020 showing how the Arkansas Workforce
Centers are being utilized to herd people into a new paradigm for professional and skilled
laborers.  Stimulus checks are just the primer for the institution of Universal Basic Income.
The Workforce series was entitled, “The Workforce Wrecking Ball,  the MisMatch, and the
Coming  Adocalypse”  referring  to  the  annual  residency  “Match”  and  the  annihilation  of
medical doctors—especially physicians.  This appears to be prescient and begs the questions,
“What did I know and when did I know it”?  The answers to these questions are “nothing”
and “never”, other than that the signs were there and the stage had been set over decades.

     Earlier  this  year,  I  had  the  opportunity  to  speak  with  Alison  McDowell,  a  fellow
Philadelphia-area  writer,  about  Workforce.   Her  contribution  to  my  understanding  of
Workforce is the relationship that it has with the global elite trying to make people “broken”
so that they become 'human capital' to be exploited and replaced through the transhumanist
agenda.  The following illustration is my attempt to explain the system from its' inception
through the “Workforce Investment Act (WIA)” of 1998, initiation via the COVID-19 medical
tyranny of 2020, introduction of 'human capital bonds' presently, realization of the Agenda
21/2030 plan by 2030, and ultimate deployment of human beings 'free from limitations of
body, brain, space and time' based upon an 'Internet of Bodies' by 2050.                  Page 4
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     The current allopathic system bears the bulk of responsibility for allowing medical tyranny
to usher in Agenda 21, Workforce, and Technocracy as detailed in my educational series
created in the midst of this 'scamdemic'.  I posted two parts detailing how viruses (as we
think of them) do not exist and how the Polymerase Chain Reaction (PCR) tests did not find
them as the Nobel Prize winning inventor, Dr. Kary Mullis, had warned us thirty years ago.
When I inadvertently published (publicly instead of privately) a framework for Parts 3, 4, and
5 of the series on YouTube, the video and a subsequent shortened version with just me
talking  were  removed  and  'struck',  respectively,  for  'medical  misinformation'  despite
explaining the official narrative of how these 'mRNA vaccines' were intended supposedly to
work.   In  essence,  the CDC (Centers  for  Disease  Control)  and the  WHO (World  Health
Organization) are our overlords.  This should make every Physician, Assistant Physician, and
other medical professional shudder.  Our profession has been hijacked to serve evildoers who
try to assuage us by referring to us as 'heroes'.  In fact, we are doing harm by attempting to
treat a non-existent virus and disease with toxic pharmaceuticals (e.g., hydroxychloroquine,
ivermectin),  'vaccines'  (that  really  are  poisonous  gene  therapy),  and mechanical  devices
(such as ventilators).  Make no mistake: silence or complicity is murder. Let it all come down!
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Declaration of Medical Doctor Independence
by Brian T. Sweeney, M.D.

June 8, 2021

     The pathway to realizing the goal of becoming a medical doctor is arduous and elusive for
many.  One may spend nearly a decade of premedical, didactic, clinical, and postgraduate
efforts to gain access to the profession.  Many will comply with every prerequisite and still be
denied the residency experience necessary for physician licensure.

     Medical training currently is based upon the Rockefeller petro-chemical model bolstered
by the 'Flexner Report' to the Carnegie Foundation published in 1910.  Alternative systems to
the allopathic monopoly were destroyed systematically through the constraints of medical
education and boards.  The dominance of germ theory as proposed by such luminaries as
Louis Pasteur was a perfect complement whereby pharmaceuticals could be developed to
target the perceived invasive microorganisms.

     Recent and future medical tyranny have laid bare the false facade of allopathic medicine.
Focus on viruses (as we commonly have understood them) that debilitate economies, ruin
lives, and, most devastatingly, lead to death through medical malfeasance (e.g., ventilators)
has demonstrated the ineffectiveness of the healthcare system.  “First, Do No Harm”, loosely
rooted  in  the  Hippocratic  Oath  that  doctors  swear,  has  been  supplanted  by  greed  and
exploitation by multinational organizations, corporations, and medico-fascist cartels.

     Is there nobody among the medical and political establishments who will take a stand
against the sell-outs and tyrants in their midst?  When does somebody say, “The Emperor
Has No Clothes”, and expose the kabuki theatre that has led to this dystopian, Orwellian
nightmare?  Though none may call me “doctor”, I say that this shall not abide.  I hereby
declare my sovereignty from the current medical  system in favor of  a lifelong pursuit to
practice free of coercion.  Please visit freedomfordoctors.org and join the “FOUNDATION TO
RECOGNIZE EDUCATE AND EMPLOY DOCTORS OF MEDICINE (FREEDOM)”.

       Godspeed,
                                                                
                                                                Brian T. Sweeney, M.D.
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July 2021
Sunday Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday Friday Saturday

1 2 3 4
Independence

Day        

5 6

7 8 9 10 11 12 13

14 15 16
Secret

Handshake
Seminar

17 18 19 20
Inauguration

of Grand
Poobah

21 22 23 24 25
Screening of
“The Verdict”

26 27

28

Important Notes: Due to COVID-19, the secret handshake seminar will be modified by 
having participants stand six feet apart and imagine that their hands actually are making 
contact. Furthermore, masks will be worn over the nose and mouth for the entirety of the 
seminar. Initiates will be ejected from the hall if they fail to follow any of these guidelines 
regardless of the level that they have achieved in the order.  The inauguration of the Grand 
Poobah will take place without any restrictions whatsoever since the invitees to this special 
'communique' will only be those of the 32nd and 33rd degrees.  Please review the pledges 
that you made upon joining the brotherhood and recall the experience of removing your 
blindfold at the end of initiation to find all of your 'brothers' pointing their swords at you.  

                          Don't forget about the bake sale coming next month!                             
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Note from the Editor
     Humor is the best medicine.  In this “Age of Deception”, it also is the only thing that 

may keep us sane and optimistic.  The medical-industrial complex currently is engaged 

in the maiming and murder of men, (pregnant) women, and children while 

simultaneously being hailed as 'heroes'.  Doctors are injecting people with mRNA 

therapy that may be affecting the blood supply, liver, and heart among other places.  

The lack of foresight is alarming from such a well-educated group of professionals whom 

this editor has held in the highest esteem.  The Covidocracy has pulled back the curtain.

     FREEDOM has endeavored to provide testimony and support for the benefit of all 

doctors, but has encountered back-room dealings and railroading against its' members.  

Physicians and Nurse Practitioners have strong lobbies that, unfortunately, are doing 

them a disservice by eroding the fabric of the medical profession.  We do not consent.

     To complicate matters, there is an overarching entity entitled “Workforce” which has 

been working behind the scenes to control and manipulate all professions, not just those 

of medical 'providers'.  Just search the positions of the AMA, AAFP, and AAMC among 

other 'alphabet agencies' and you will find that the leadership is selling out the members 

with this 'Workforce' language—actually using the exact word. The question is, “Are you 

a doctor or are you a workforce?” The answer can be found on page 6.  Please join us !

If you would like to join the 
FOUNDATION TO 

RECOGNIZE EDUCATE AND EMPLOY
 DOCTORS OF MEDICINE

 (FREEDOM), 
visit us at freedomfordoctors.org

 or 
send an email to

 freedomfordoctors.org@gmail.com
 Humbly your's, 

Brian T. Sweeney, M.D.
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